
Meon Medical Centre - Meon Patient Group Meeting Wednesday 25th May 2022 
 

Present Phil Maundrill Lesley Brown Jonathan Collins Peter Seymour Mead Eilish Flambert Dr Karen Clarke Andrea Stevinson  

Apologies Lynn Milliken Pam Bowen Ian Clark Susan Clark Graham Woodhouse Rebecca Edie Marilyn Phillips Tim Phillips Graham Woodhouse 
Caroline Weatherly Becky Farthing Andy Skinner Keith Turner 

Subject Discussion 

Previous 
minutes 

Actions from the last meeting were:  
Information regarding Meon toddler group to be provided and added to website. (Not complete). Ascertain if local service directory can be 
created for Lower Quinton/Meon Vale area (not achieved) 
Protocols for patients calling in reporting breathing difficulties and other urgent concerns have been reviewed and staff training completed. 
Electronic Prescription Service for non-dispensing patients being progressed. 
Dispensary add ‘owing’ note to any prescriptions collected where an item is out of stock 
E Consults- service extended to one hour after Practice closes. 
Actions from this meeting highlighted in yellow. 

Practice and 
PCN update 
(KC) 

KC explained that Practice is finally back to BAU with patient having option of face to face or telephone appointments.  
Still wear masks in the Practice but proving difficult for patients to adhere to this as they are generally not worn elsewhere.  
Any infectious/ high temperature patients wait in the isolation room. 
We are very busy with demand for appointments as well as hospital backlogs. Patients often can’t get through to the hospital so phone us 
instead. KC’s first patient on Tuesday was waiting for rheumatology and gastro appts and asked KC to sort. This is not GP work but GPs are 
accessible to patients so often get asked to help. Been advised that routine general surgery appts have a 60 week wait. 
These delays mean more health problems are stacking up. 
 
A lot of anger about access to primary and secondary care has been levelled at us although it has calmed down more recently. Patients 
generally complaining less but unfortunately more extreme behaviours also experienced.  
 
We have increased the staffing levels at Meon: 
In August, Dr Emma Vickers will increase her sessions from 3 to 6 per week (=3 full days) 
Emma Bullingham now working one day a week as Frailty Nurse supporting our local Nursing Home 
Leanne Hale now works 2 days a month as general and respiratory nurse. 
Benedetta Bosco has returned from Maternity leave and is combining receptionist duties with Heath Care Assistant role, 2 mornings a week 
completing phlebotomy.   
Mia Rose, Mental Health Practitioner from Springfield Mind, also works one day a week seeing patients face to face at Meon. Mia provides 
practical support, not counselling, over a period of time. Works with children age 11 to 17 and adults 18 and over. 
This is all great news for patients but does mean we are very short of space for Clinicians now.  



We have a Clinical Pharmacist and Pharmacy Technician who work from home, plus the Well-being Team- Social prescriber and Health and 
Well Being Coach. We had a First Contact Practitioner (physio) who is now on Maternity Leave and replacement not found yet. 
 
Patient numbers steadily increasing, up 230 in last 12 months. When Practice opened in 2008, there were 3000 patients. Now almost 
6,000.We have had to develop more robust processes as we grow as it is not possible to know each patient personally now. 
We have approx. 2000 patients to every GP. 
 
General discussion regarding house building plans in the area: 
Long Marston airfield development slow presently (400 houses) but restricted due to issues with road access. Once this is sorted, (bypass 
needed) will see big growth. 
Cotswold DC have apportioned 4-500 houses in Mickleton. Not agreed yet. 
350 houses being built in Wychavon district 
3500 houses proposed in Gaydon-Lighthorne Heath- this will affect the Wellesbourne Practice. 
KC advised that surveyors are currently looking at the space we have to see if sufficient for future needs. The information shared about local 
housing expansion is very useful and will be shared with them. They base this on PCN rather than Practice coverage. Hastings House and 
Shipston both will have much more space available. 
Question raised about dental business and space they take. (This is space the surveyors have deemed we do not need. In fact, Dr Brock’s room 
is also marked as surplus to our needs!) It is a long term rental on a 10 year lease. They use 4 rooms. Good to have NHS dentistry locally.  
KC said that we are looking at various options including more remote working and extended hours 
Qn asked if telephone consultations are more efficient? KC responded that people think calls are quick, but it is harder to ascertain what the 
pain or lump might be so face to face is often quicker. KC prefers it, although tel calls are more flexible as specific times not given. Mental 
health reviews are face to face to start , phone follow ups are fine  

Patient Issues  

JC asked about 2 week wait for blood test. If a GP has asked for the test, could it not be expedited? Work out how many needed weekly and 
plan them in within 48 hours. PS-M recounted how he was asked if he could go to Stratford hospital for his, called up and lots of availability, 
done 24 hours later. KC advised that info re blood tests at Stratford is on our website, Reception staff also inform patients of the service. We 
have extra phlebotomy also available through the Federation that we use regularly.  
LB queried if the patient check-in screen is safe with chance of infection transmission? Most people are more relaxed about infection now, 
hand gel is available and patients can still check in at Reception if they wish. We use face masks, humidifiers, windows are open. 
JC questioned relevance of text message patients receive the day before a face to face appointment- symptoms described are no longer 
accurate. AS will check latest government guidance and change the text to reflect this. 
Pm suggested meetings are held slightly later in the day in future to enable more to attend. 

AOB 
None 



Next meeting 
date 

Wednesday 7th September 2022 at 6pm 

 


